FOR SOCCER ATHLETES,
COACHES & TRAINERS
Take soccer training to the next level; improve
decision making skills, field awareness, and
strength and conditioning with challenging and
engaging drills that stimulate the brain-body
connection increasing Reactive Intelligence.
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TRAINING

BOOST TEAM AND INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE
IMPROVE DECISION
MAKING SKILLS
Improve decision making skills
and reaction time. Helps all soccer
players make better, faster decisions
on and off the ball to help the team
maintain possession, and create
more goal-scoring opportunities.

BOOST PLAYERS’
REACTION SPEEDS
Create better habits by training
to check your shoulders when
receiving the ball and improve field
awareness, helping you recognize
opportunities and identify pressure
faster.

CREATE BETTER
HABITS
Boost players’ reaction speeds in
all phases of the game. BlazePods
improve brain processing skills,
creating faster, more precise
players.

John Achterberg

Paul Watson

Kevin Kratz

Liverpool FC GK Coach

Sheffield Utd. Med. Dpt.

Atlanta United

Top-tier athletes train not just to
build muscle, but also to increase
hand-eye coordination and reflex speed.
BlazePod can do all three at once.

BlazePod is a very adaptive
piece of equipment allowing
personalised reactive sessions. The app
is very easy to use..The range of use is
unlimited and adds a fun element that
our players are loving.

www.blazepod.com

If you want to increase the speed
of your game, you will have to
develop quicker minds…

REACT FASTER
SYNCRONIZE BODY & MIND
PERFORMANCE & REHAB

Up to 40 meter
device-to-Pod
range and
auto-connection

BlazePod is the leading reaction
training solution that combines
cognitive intelligence training with
physical exercises, enabling athletes
to react and respond faster and
more efficiently, guided by live data.
The platform consists of vibrant,
visual cue Pods, controlled by an
interactive mobile app that is fully
customizable to all sport, fitness or
therapy applications.

Powerful RGB LEDs
with 8 color options

Powered by
Bluetooth
Low Energy
technology

Up to 10 hours
of operation on
a single charge
Durable, tough, splashproof (IP65) and UV
protected Pods

THE BLAZEPOD APP & PODS

Analyze

Analyze

Create

TRACK PERFORMANCE
WITH DOWN TO THE MILLISECOND DATA

Follow analytics
in real-time

Track progress
from session
to session

Consolidate your
players’ data
in one central
location

Export team
data to analyze
individual
progress

www.blazepod.com

Manage players

